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Police: Man seriously injured in fight involving
Taser, sharp object
Victim suffered serious, life-threatened injuries
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ROCHESTER, N.H. — Rochester police say a fight between two men landed one of them in the

hospital with a serious laceration and several smaller cuts and bruises.

Officers were called to North Main Street on Wednesday evening.

Police said one of the men used a Taser and a sharp object during the

fight.

Paul Skaltsis, 25, was charged with two counts of second-degree

assault. He was treated for minor injuries.

The victim was taken to Frisbie Memorial Hospital with serious, life-

threatening-injuries.  
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• Reply •

Sarah3 •  a day ago

Punk

  6△ ▽  

• Reply •

question ewerything  •  a day ago> Sarah3

Just another wanna-be th_g.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Michael  •  a day ago> question ewerything

Can't say the "t" word?

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Pemigewasset ex pat  •  a day ago> Michael

The word nanny is getting crazy. Bl00dy, pewberty are out.
Never know what's gonna set the frakking thing off!

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Tim Thompson  •  a day ago> Sarah3

And where's his neck tat? HAHAHAHA!

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Pemigewasset ex pat  •  a day ago> Tim Thompson

Stay tuned, I'm sure it's all part of the introductory package.
Although several of the recent contestants have been sporting starter
tats in the form of hickeys. Maybe the dame is backlogged...?
(sounds kinky!)

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Annabelle •  a day ago

He's been in trouble since 2010 and supposely belongs to a gang Folk Nation
gang.

  4△ ▽  

• Reply •

BigJacks got a Little Jack  •  a day ago> Annabelle

Probably why there was a fight. The other guy was probably making fun of
the name of the gang he was in. And all you have to do is add "sy" to the
end of his name and you get "Skaltsissy" in a gang called Folk Nation.

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

BeenTaxed Enuff  •  a day ago> Annabelle

Folk Nation? Not a very intimidating name for a gang. Sounds more like a
church group. 
Edit: Huh Annabelle is right about a Folk Nation gang. They started in
Chicago. How about that???
Edit again: Here is something I found on this gang. "..Our nation has been
crippled by the lack of leadership, as well as members forming
uncooperative or hostile sets. There is always hope in correcting this. Even
one person, by fair mindness and objectivity can bridge the gap between
opposing sides. The "Chairman" will truly bless you if you have any hand in
bringing this nation back together again and upholding the laws of the FOLK
DISCIPLES."
Hmmm, Interesting...

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

Annabelle  •  a day ago> BeenTaxed Enuff

I thought this mans name sounded familiar and googled his name.
Mugshot is new to MUR but not local papers.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

question ewerything  •  a day ago> Annabelle

He couldn't get into a gang with a better name than that?

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Tim Thompson •  a day ago

Lets see, the man who used a taser and sharp object in the fight is not likely the
guy at the hospital with life-threatening injuries....

  2△ ▽  

• Reply •

BigJacks got a Little Jack  •  a day ago> Tim Thompson

You expect accurate reporting? You do know this is WMUR right? How are
a "serious laceration and several smaller cuts and bruises" considered life-
threatening? Seems like this reporter downplayed the injuries in the first
paragraph of the story and was the like, oh by the way, he might die from
his injuries.

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

Pemigewasset ex pat  •  a day ago> BigJacks got a Little Jack

Life THREATENED. The naughty word nanny won't let you @$$ume
the editor caught what the author was too illiterate to avoid.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Jennifer Webber  •  a day ago> BigJacks got a Little Jack

because he cut one of his main arteries it is life threatening and he
had to have to blood transfusions so WMUR is doing their job
properly

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

question ewerything  •  a day ago> BigJacks got a Little Jack

They were probably only considered life-threatening because he was
taken to Frisbie Memorial Hospital.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

CloudGirl211 •  a day ago

Tough goings in Rochester lately

  2△ ▽  

• Reply •

gramps  •  a day ago> CloudGirl211

Rochester is becoming Manchvegas-East

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Michael  •  a day ago> gramps

Hyperbole much?

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

gramps  •  a day ago> Michael

Manchvegas-East is also known as Lawrence North.
Rochester is well on their way.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Calvin Montague  •  a day ago> CloudGirl211

They don't call it Rottenchester for nothing. I feel bad though for a segment
of the population there- those that work hard and work along the seacoast.
Seems like everybody I ever work with in and around Portsmouth lives in
Rochester, or at least Dover/Somersworth. Rochester is growing by leaps
and bounds, as it is far more affordable living than most of Rockingham
County. But as evidenced once again by this story, there is a good reason
why the housing is far more affordable.

 △ ▽  
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Carter  •  a day ago> CloudGirl211

Rochester is a trash heap..

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Annabelle  •  a day ago> Carter

The outskirts of Rochester are not bad....it is decent honest people.
It's the center of town that has the problems. On the other hand, I
would locate there only until my children were of school age and
then move for better educational and social opportunites for my
child.

 △ ▽  
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STP •  a day ago

The police should stage a community death match right in that area, close it off and
have a block party. Winner gets a bag of dope and a weeks supply of narcan. I
would love to watch these street urchins battle to the death

  1△ ▽  
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Chad Meeps  •  a day ago> STP

lovely...you just described mad max movies......you really want that
"society"? sigh......
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• Reply •

BeenTaxed Enuff  •  a day ago> Chad Meeps

Just until the heard is thinned out.

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

snappyfy •  a day ago

Known the kid for about 7 years now. Used to live on my street. He thought he was
a gang member, just acted like one because anytime there was an issue he had to
call 20 people to settle an issue between 3. He did a little time, hopefully he does a
lot this time. No offense to his family but he is a pretty useless member of
society...even for Rochester

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

BigJack110 •  a day ago

Back in my day a fight was a fight, you learned how to settle things with your fists,
sometimes you brought a pair of br a ss knuckles, sometimes a knife, sometims a
gun. I miss the gold ole' days.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Michael  •  a day ago> BigJack110

No such thing as a fair fight these days. It just quickly escalates. Best fight
you ever win is the one you never get into.

  2△ ▽  

• Reply •

Pemigewasset ex pat  •  a day ago> Michael

If you're in a fair fight, your tactics suck.

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

BigJacks got a Little Jack  •  a day ago> BigJack110

Got your a$$ kicked a lot huh.....

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

Pemigewasset ex pat  •  a day ago> BigJacks got a Little Jack

"... I lost a lot of fights, but it taught me how to lose okaaay!"
Billy Joel; Keeping the faith; Innocent Man album 1983

 △ ▽  
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akatst  •  a day ago> BigJack110

How is that any different?

 △ ▽  
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